Safety and Optimal Design
The Crane Manufacturers Association of America is recognized as the leading advocate for the safe application and operation of overhead travelling crane equipment and related products. The outstanding diversity, quality, and experience of our membership allow us to collectively create specifications and related materials that promote, safe, optimal designs.

Rely on CMAA Members for Advice
Consult with a knowledgeable CMAA member to address challenges in your workplace and select the proper solution to meet your needs.

OSHA and CMAA
Through an active alliance with the Occupational Safety & Health Administration aimed at stimulating crane operator safety, the CMAA produces and distributes materials that assist users in promoting a safe work environment. Topics covered range from proper inspection and maintenance of overhead cranes to hazard identification checklists and procedures that encourage the safe daily operation of the crane.
Buyer’s Guide

The CMAA has produced a Buyer’s Guide that covers all overhead material handling needs. From the crane’s work application to the specifications, construction, installation and safety, the Buyer’s Guide provides guidance at all levels. Together with our clients, we create exact solutions that match their individual needs.

Proven Experience

For more than 50 years the CMAA has been setting industry standards and upgrading operational safety procedures where we constantly lift the bar higher.

International Presence, Local Support

So why look anywhere else for your overhead material handling needs? Turn to the experts – the Crane Manufacturers Association of America.

8720 Red Oak Blvd
Suite 201 Charlotte, NC 28217
Tel 704-676-1190
Fax 704-676-1199
www.mhi.org/cmaa